FOUR SEASONS
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MAY 21st 2017 www.fourseasonsbonsai.com

FERTILIZING AND
PROPAGATION

MAY 21ST AT BORDINES NURSERY
12:30 MEETING SET UP (PLEASE COME EARLY AND HELP US START ON TIME)
1:00 CLUB EVENTS DISCUSSION AND BONSAI UPDATES
1:15 AARON WILEY PRESENTATION
2:20 TROY RIDER PRESENTATION
2:45 RAFFLE AND Q & A

Club member, Aaron Wiley’s incredible presentation on
fertilizing and understanding the science of developing
strong bonsai is back and better than ever. Understanding
bonsai beyond design is essential information for all
levels of bonsai artists. If you ever wanted clarification on
when to increase or decrease nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium, this is the time to ask questions. Aaron will
also discuss the benefits of organic fertilizers and foliar
feeding.
We also have Troy Rider’s presentation on propagating
and developing bonsai from cuttings and from seed. A
valuable tool to develop new trees without spending extra
money and promote extreme ramification. One healthy
tree can provide multiple offspring by following the proper
techniques. Troy will have examples of both techniques.
We suggest getting here early, this meeting will be starting
immediately to give these two engaging presentations time
for questions. Be sure to bring a tree for critique/advice.

BRING IN ITEMS FOR THE CLUB RAFFLE!

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE:

The timing of this month's meeting is perfect. It is
time to bring your tropicals outdoors, turn off your
indoor lights and let nature take over for you. Not to
mention, save a few dollars on your next electrical
bill always helps. Our presentations will enlighten
novices and refine the fertilizing process for our
experienced members. I cannot stress enough the
importance of proper feeding and the benefits of
increasing and reducing nitrogen during the year.
Now is the time to procure that pot, stand and
accent plant for our annual show. Trust me, it can
take days to find the perfect pot at the local stores
and online auctions and websites. Be sure to check
out our Facebook page for links to some online
auctions and websites that provide unique pots and
hard to find stands. .99$ bonsai auctions is great
site to find items under $100. If you have a stand
you won't be using at the show, please bring it to
the meeting or to our Show Prep meeting in July.
As always, we are looking for members to take a
vocal role in our meetings. A 5-10 minute story or
useful tip is always appreciated with our club.
Michael Corbeille / President
4seasonsbonsai@gmail.com
248 250 3602

			

GRAND RAPIDS BONSAI SHOW
Last weekend the All Michigan Bonsai Show was held at the Fredrik Meijer Gardens in Grand Rapids , MI.
Over 100 incredible trees were on display in one of the best locations you will ever see. The venue was
packed with bonsai enthusiasts, demonstrations happened all day Saturday and Sunday and vendors were
onhand with an exceptional variety of trees, pots and tools for sale. Our club and the Ann Arbor club had
members conducting live demos with their trees on Saturday. A big thanks to John Steven, Guy Vitale and
Michael Corbeille for making the long drive to represent our club.

WHY GO TO BONSAI CONVENTIONS?
A message from Steve Moore, Past MABA Vice-President
Late last year, I started talking up the MABA2010 convention, trying to persuade as many as possible of our
local members to attend. A question from one lady stopped me in my tracks for a moment. The gist was: I
don't have much bonsai experience; wouldn't things at a convention be over my head? So what point would
there be to my going?
That rocked me a bit! As I considered her question, I realized that I had not mentioned the great difference
my own first convention made to me. My first bonsai convention resulted in a "quantum leap" in my bonsai
knowledge, enjoyment, and confidence. (I really don't like clichés, but occasionally a cliché does actually say
it best.)
The first convention I attended was the 1992 American Bonsai Society Symposium, hosted by the
Susquehanna Bonsai Society and held in Hershey, PA. Even though I had acquired my first tree (a serissa)
2-1/2 years before, I was still very much a beginner, learning as best I could from books and journals. My work
schedule at the time kept me from involvement in any bonsai club.
How did the symposium result in a "quantum leap?" Let me give you some specifics.
First, learning, learning, learning! Opportunities to learn were all around me:
Demonstrations. I saw Bruce Baker, of Ann Arbor, MI, start out with an unkempt-looking collected yew that
I, frankly, thought was quite boring, and transform it into a masterpiece. The work took two days, most of it
off in a side room; but when Bruce was finished I was very much impressed by the result! I learned how a
potter creates an oval pot on a round potter's wheel by watching Max Braverman do it. (He threw a round pot,
then cut a leaf-shaped section out of the center and carefully squeezed the sides in to close the gap.) And I
grasped some techniques that I had not yet understood from reading, by seeing them done.
Workshops are of course an excellent chance to learn, as many of you already know. I didn't take any in
Hershey, but I was a silent observer in one or two, and even observing I learned quite a bit.
Exhibit Critiques. I took one critique at ABS '92, and have been convinced of their value ever since! Vaughn
Banting, of New Orleans, led a dozen of us through the convention exhibit, explaining what he found good
and not-so-good about each tree. I know I learned more in that one hour than in any other four hours that
weekend! Vaughn, by the way, had an encouraging way of referring to a bonsai's "dilemmas" rather than its
"problems."
Private conversations. Within half an hour of checking in I found myself welcomed to listen in as a serissa's
owner discussed design options with a teacher. Several times during the weekend I stopped one teacher
or another in the hall, to ask (politely) if he would mind answering a question. My questions then were
kindergarten level, but only one man blew me off.
Vaughn Banting was the most helpful of all. After courteously listening to a design dilemma that had me
stumped, Vaughn sat down with me on a nearby bench. Taking the pad on which I'd sketched out my
problem, he in turn sketched a simple, fairly elegant solution, which was well within my abilities at the time.
When I protested that his suggestion broke a basic design rule, he explained that this was a valid exception.
("A major branch may cross the trunk, if the tree is a windswept.") It has always seemed to me that the best
way to show my appreciation for the helpfulness of Vaughn, and others, is by passing it on. Vaughn died in
October 2008, and since then it has also seemed the best way to honor his memory.
Second, inspiration! Pictures can be very useful, but nothing compares with being able to see a bonsai
directly: you can look at it from different angles, from closer or farther away; you can see more detail, more
nuance. I went through the bonsai exhibit in Hershey at least three times by myself, studying the trees, finding
new details, new insights. Several times I bent down to put my eyes about at the level of the nebari, and
looked up into the branch structure.
Sometime during ABS '92, I'm sure, is when I started saying to myself, "I didn't know you could do that," in
mingled surprise and delight. After 18 years, I still say it from time to time.
What sorts of insights can you gain from studying good bonsai?

Species. Would you expect English ivy, or giant sequoia, to make a good bonsai? A convention display is a
good place to expand your horizons about species you may not have considered before.
Style and color matches. Sometimes we don't realize that a certain style will work well for a given species, until
we see an example. The same is true for pot colors and the foliage, fruit, or bark of different trees.
Ways to handle dilemmas. One of the trees in the Hershey exhibit had a major trunk-chop wound that was far
from being completely closed. The artist put the wound to the rear, and grew a new leader directly in front of
it, to conceal it. It was the first time I had seen that. Seeing how others have handled design dilemmas can
give us ideas for dealing with the challenges our own trees present.
Third, community. This benefit is intangible, but it is very real. Paul Weishaar, President of MABA, approaches
this concept from an angle that hadn't occurred to me, in his current "President's Message." Rather than
appear to compete with him, I'll just ask you to read his second paragraph, beginning with, "As I write this I
cannot help but think of our bonsai community …" (President's Message shown below.)
Finally, let me leave you with a 9-year-old's perspective. I asked my daughter what she would say on this
point, as I was getting ready to write. I'll quote her answer as closely as I can: When you go to a convention,
you learn a lot about bonsai, and then you find you have a hobby that you will enjoy for the rest of your life!
Steve Moore, MABA Vice-President; Warsaw, IN
Fort Wayne Bonsai Club
This article is adapted from the February 2010 Stuff from Steve, a column in the Fort Wayne Bonsai Club
monthly newsletter.

BONSAI INSPIRATION - Grand Rapids Bonsai Show 2017

2017 OFFICERS, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS
President.................Michael Corbeille
mrcorbeille@gmail.com
Vice-President......... Vance Hanna
vancehanna@hotmail.com
Secretary................. David Muzzarelli
(586)-873-2747
dadmgraphics@gmail.com
Treasurers............... Beth Rubinstein
(248)752-6258
bethrubins@gmail.com
Guy Vitale
(734)-558-2024
guy_vitale@hotmail.com
Newsletter................ Michael Corbeille
Library..................... Kandy Wiley (248) 872-8050
Website.................... Cate Horn (248) 979-2254
smoknjoeonthego@gmail.com
Social Director ......... Postition is Open
Director, 2-Yr. Term... John Stevens (248) 544-3112
jalden123@aol.com
Director, 2-Yr. Term... Troy Rider (585) 953-4207
upstatesatcom@gmail.com
Director, 2-Yr. Term... Ray Alexander
(734) 846-8588
bearraya@aol.com
Director, 1-Yr. Term... Rick Bieniek
richardbieniek@yahoo.com
Catering, 1-Yr. Term.. Judy Muensch
mexicomuench@aol.com

2017 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT BORDINES NURSERY IN ROCHESTER AT 1:00 - 3:00.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 26th

CLUB PRESIDENT MICHAEL CORBEILLE WILL DISCUSS THIS YEARS AGENDA + RICK BIENIEK’S PLANT BOTANY
LECTURE + CATE THOMSON WILL GIVE US A TOUR OF THE CLUB’S NEW WEBSITE.

The board is excited to share this years calendar of events. We will have more guest presenters and club member presentations than years past. Michael
Corbeille will share photos and stories from last years North American Bonsai show in NYC. We will also hear from club member Rick Bieniek. His detailed
presentation on the science behind bonsai and understanding the chemical makeup of leaves, bark and roots should not be missed. Also, we are excited
to launch our new website and hear from the person behind it’s design, Cate Thomson. This was a massive undertaking! We will have a raffle at every
meeting and time for club members to bring in their bonsai for discussion. Be sure to bring new members and items for the raffle.

SUNDAY MARCH 26th

BONSAI CIRCUS - SIMULTANEOUS WORKSHOPS FOR EXPERTS AND BEGINNERS.

New to bonsai or just looking to hone your skills, don’t miss this meeting! Members will hold simultaneous workshops and demos on a variety bonsai
related topics geared toward beginners through expert level bonsai artists. Lamont Jackson will show how to create a Forest arrangement, Guy Vitale
will share his knowledge on repotting, Vance Hanna will discuss Pines. Michael Corbeille talks wiring and branch bending and Judy Muench will show us
how to create dynamic landscapes with massive rock slabs. More presenters on hand.

SUNDAY APRIL 30th

RAY ALEXANDER “KOI AND JAPANESE GARDENS” + “JIN AND SHARI” WITH MICHAEL CORBEILLE

If you are interested in Koi fish, you won’t want to miss Ray Alexander’s presentation. Ray is the president of Michigan Koi and Pond club http://www.
mkpc-se.com. Ray is also the creator of one of Michigan’s most incredible Japanese gardens. He will discuss raising Koi fish and how to develop your
own Japanese garden. Michael Corbeille will be bringing in trees to show how to use Jin and Shari on your bonsai trees. Club members should bring in
trees to create their own Jin/Shari.

SUNDAY MAY 21st

AARON WILEY FERTILIZING PRESENTATION + TROY RIDER PROPAGATION AND CUTTING WORKSHOP.

Club member, Aaron Wiley’s incredible presentation on fertilizing and understanding the science of developing strong bonsai is back and better than
ever. Understanding bonsai beyond design is essential information for all levels of bonsai artists. We also have Troy RIder’s presentation on propagating
and developing bonsai from cuttings and from seed. We suggest getting here early, this meeting will be starting immediately to give these two engaging
presentations time for questions.

SUNDAY JUNE 25th

KURT SMITH DEMONSTRATION + DAN BENNETT STANDS PRESENTATION

The owner of Michigan's largest bonsai nursery, Kurt Smith, will conduct a live demonstration. Trees, pots and rare bonsai related items will be on sale to
club members. Club members are advised to bring in their own bonsai for styling and design advice from Kurt Smith and fellow club members. Kurt Smith
presentations will fill every seat in the house, arrive early and be prepared to leave with a new bonsai at an exceptional price.

SUNDAY JULY 23rd

BONSAI SHOW PREPARATION

Senior level bonsai artists will advise club members on how to prepare your bonsai trees for our annual show. Choosing the right pot, displaying scrolls,
finding and building stands, designing accents plants and cultivating moss will all be discussed. Club members are advised to bring in their trees for a final
evaluation before entering them into our annual show.

SATURDAY AUGUST 12th - SUNDAY AUGUST 13th 44th FOUR SEASONS ANNUAL BONSAI SHOW !!!
Show is held at Bordines Nursery in Rochester Hills Saturday 9 - 7, Sunday 10 - 4. ( Show prep is Friday Aug 11th @10am )

Come see our best bonsai trees on display, live demos, workshops and bonsai trees for sale. A must see for all bonsai fans. We are excited to have
Bonsai Master JOHN WALL as our judge and special guest. Live demos and beginner workshops, raffles and more. Check our website for more details.
John Wall will be conducting a special workshop and Q & A for members. Be sure to help the club share times and dates with the public.

SUNDAY SEPT 24th BONSAI AUCTION
A massive collection of bonsai trees and bonsai related items will be auctioned off to club members. A must attend for all levels of bonsai artists.
Members are asked to come early and check in their sale items and register for the auction. Last years auction set a record for sales and attendance,
be sure to arrive early and bring items to sell. We will be sending entry forms and sales information prior to the auction. Sellers must be club members.

SUNDAY OCT 22nd
SUNDAY NOV 12th

SPECIAL GUEST PRESENTER TBD ( WALTER PALL WORKSHOP IS BEING NEGOTIATED THIS MONTH! )
VANCE WOOD STYLING DEMO - CLUB ELECTIONS FOR 2018

Nationally recognized Mugo Pine expert and author, Vance Wood, will be demonstrating expert level styling on a massive pine. Large branch bending,
fia and jin formation will be conducted. We will also finalize the new board member list. Be sure to attend and cast your vote.

SATURDAY DEC 9th

HOLIDAY DINNER at CAFE SUSHI @ 6:00 -8:00

Open to all club members. A great opportunity for everyone to share stories and plan for 2018.

ra-

THE MAJORITY OF OUR CLUB MEETINGS WILL BE HELD AT BORDINES NURSERY IN
ROCHESTER HILLS. PLEASE CHECK THE NEWSLETTER AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR ANY
LOCATION CHANGES AND TO CONFIRM OUR MEETING TIMES.

SUPPORT OUR LOCAL BONSAI VENDORS

ADVERTISING

